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'The longest riffle runs the whole length of the table, and the shortest riffle is about as long as the feed box. The riffles are J inch high at the " head •end," A F, and taper down to nothing at the cc concentrate end," 0 G. They .are about \ inch wide, the shorter ones being narrower, and are separated by f-inch spaces, so that the distance between centres is about If inches. The fall from the back, ABC, to the front, F G, can be adjusted by wedges, and is usually about 1 inch in 13 inches. The rise from the <c head end," A F, to the concentrate end, C G, is usually set at about -| inch. The length of the side F G is 13 feet 9 inches, and the width .at C G is 5 feet \ inch. The length of the perpendicular from A on F G is 6 feet 1 inch, and from A on C G is 15 feet 9-| inches. The angle at G is a right angle and that at F obtuse. The shaking mechanism is situated at •the end A F, and consists of a movement towards C G, beginning slowly .and uniformly accelerated by means of a toggle joint, and a return movement towards A F effected by a spring, beginning suddenly and uniformly •retarded. The effect of this vanning motion is to a certain extent similar to that of a bump delivered at the end C G, the concentrate moving uphill towards G. The length of the stroke is about f inch and the number about 240 per minute.
The tailing passes over the front F G, and the concentrate over the end •C G. The middle product passes over near G, in the last 16 inches of the front, falling into a special launder, whence it is'returned to the feed box or sent to other machines.
The size of the pulp treated on this table is usually from 16 to 30 mesh. The table does not save the finest slime, and the Wilfley slime table, which -consists of a series of moving troughs with canvas bottoms, is recommended in some cases for the treatment of the tailing from the ordinary Wilfley tables. The capacity of the Wilfley table is given as varying from 12| to .30 tons per day, the amount of wash water required being also variable. 'The power required is about 1 H.P. per machine.
Experiments were made by R. H. Richards,1 with the view of determining how far it is desirable to feed sized products or classified products instead of natural products to a Wilfley table. He tried the separation of galena (specific gravity 7-5) from quartz and also the separation of cupriferous pyrite (specific gravity 4-68) from quartz, and concluded that a classified feed gave better results than either a sized feed or a natural feed, and that " there remains only to design classifiers sufficiently perfect to realise this natural advantage •of classified feed over sized feed as applied to the Wilfley table."
Many other tables of the riffle type are in use—e.g., Deister concentrators. •Of late there has been a tendency towards multi-deck riffle tables.
Hartz Jigs.—These machines differ in principle from all those previously •described, inasmuch as the particles are separated by their fall through .a somewhat deeper column of water than is the case on inclined tables, while a series of blows from below, causing waves moving upwards, continually brings the particles'* into suspension, and allows them to drop again. The initial period of the fall in water, during which the motion depends chiefly •on density, is thus continually reproduced, and the result is a perfect separation of heavy from light particles of ore when working on any materials except the finest pulp. Jigs consist of sieves supporting beds of ore, which are completely immersed in water; the ore is raised and allowed to fall
1 Richards, Trans. Amcr. In&t. Mny. En</,, 1907, 38, 556 ; 1908, 39, 303.

